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Extended Phenotypes

Building to extend our natural capabilities 

Richard Dawkins - extended phenotypes 

Extending the human brain



Two Types of Thinking

Daniel Kahneman: System 1 and System 2 thinking 

Rudolph Steiner: percepts and concepts 

Michael Polanyi: tacit and explicit knowledge 

Concepts become symbols of communication



Embedding knowledge in media - an extension 
of human voice 

An extended phenotype that bridges 
dimensions 

More than just sharing - storing too 

Containers of Collective Intelligence

Collective Intelligence





Algorithmic Containers

A digital medium enables algorithmic feedback 

Algorithmic feedback makes our containers of 
collective intelligence more complex 

Automating the extraction of human knowledge 

Containers of conceptual intelligence…until now



Containers of Tacit Knowledge

Machine learning and neural networks of the 
animal brain 

Processing power + data = pattern recognition 

30 million board positions = Go champion? 

Containers for pre-conceptual, tacit knowledge



Container as Agent

Containers store for us; agents do for us 

Maps: navigation containers to navigation 
agents 

AI gaming judge:1-in-5,000 error rate while 
shifting reform rates from 65% to 92%





Opaque future 

Designed systems: the “code behind the code”

Seeing into the Future
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The Code Behind the Code

Commercialization filters AI design 

Shareholder primacy and value extraction 

Automation, AI and perfect profit machines 

Seed bed for the future of intelligence?



“Now, is the system going 
to eat you up and relieve 
you of your humanity?  
Or are you going to be 
able to use the system to 
human purpose?” 
- Joseph Campbell



“Homo Sapiens Mechanicus”
(The One Who Knows Through Machine)



Replacing and Augmenting

Which aspects of intelligence go where? 

What’s alright to replace? 

And what is not? 

What do we augment, rather than replace?



Know Thyself.











Over the last 30 years, the transfer of wealth from corporations to 
shareholders totaled an inflation-adjusted $17.474 trillion.


